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The experiments carried out by the Viking landers have ruled out the possibility of present day life at the 
surface of Mars. Since models of martian biology have been proposed to evaluate the possibility of life 
development in the past or surviving either dormantly or active in specific niches presenting favorable 
conditions [I]. Generally these models assume that martian life has the same biological features as terrestrial 
life [2,3], but with a high capability to adapt to extreme environmental fluctuations over short geological 
periods, in order to survive during the hospitable periods of mild climate, the ice ages, and even under current 
conditions. 

1- In the Search for Life : 
The inception of life requires a long term permanent aqueous milieu rather than temporary ponding water. 
Springs spots, ponds feeded by subsurface release of water or hydrothermal systems have been important 
ecosystems in the maintenance of life in aqueous environments [4]. Standstill ice covered shallow lakes may 
have existed as starting niches for the initiation of biologic communities [1,5,6,7], from where martian 
microorganisms would emigrate to other favorable environments and developped survival strategies to face the 
dramatic variations of the surface water and climatic modifications. 

Martian fluvial valleys are the obvious legacies of liquid water activity and cannot be expected to exist under 
current thermodynamical conditions. Most of the valleys are hierarchized, moderatly dense networks. Two 
models were proposed for their formations which have important consequences for life development : a) rainfalls 
during mild climate and high pressure atmosphere. This model is the more favorable to terrestrial-like ecosystem 
development ; b) sapping process linked to underground water, model which is more hazardous for life 
develoment and requires more adaptability for biological systems. 

In the hypothesis of water-dependant life, attention has to be focused on the Noachian/Hesperian transition 
period which corresponds to the maximum of hydrological activity and ponding potentialities. During this 
period, topographic lows or impact craters provided potential oasis where sediments accumulated (fig.1;. 

2- A typical martian potential oasis : Gusev crater 

Parameters fullfilling exobiology requirements for the search of martian life signatures are basically : a) 
abundan water ; b) low topographies ; c) accumulation of sediments ; d) favorable period such as the 
Noachian/Hesperian transition. In addition, we have to consider technical constraints linked to martian 
exploration such as : 1) landing ellipse ; 2) safe landing site ; 3) latitudwtitude considerations for a Sample 
Return mission. 

The combination of all these parameters designates Gusev crater (184.5°1/-14.50L) as a high priority site 
[8,9.10]. The crater is located at the outlet of Ma'adim vallis, one of the largest runoffs and was filled of 900m 
thick aqueous sedimentary deposits during several episodes of flows which occured at the Noachian/Hesperian 
transition period. Traces of an inner lake are obvious on Viking Imagery (fig.2), as well as deltaic features. 
Matching all the favorable conditions in the theoritical life development requirements, Gusev crater appears as 
the most potential oasis in the search for life on Mars. 
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Figure 1 : Frequency of ancient aqueous sedimentation areas 
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Figure 2 : Detail of sediment deposition in Gusev 
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